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David Cronenberg's First Novel Is So Good, He Should Ditch His Day Job movies when you could switch to writing more-than-interesting books? in Consumed to satisfy fans of Cronenberg's The Fly or Videodrome but at its core is a nuanced J G Ballard's Crash, Don DeLillo's Cosmopolis Cronenberg has adapted.

David Cronenberg's debut novel, Consumed, bristles with miscellaneous Cronenbergia: obsolete diseases, damaged sex organs, arcane medical.


Consumed is coming to the book market this week. David Cronenberg (pictured at the Four Seasons) has published his first novel, Consumed.
Cronenberg's book is titled CONSUMED, and weaves a suitably dreadful tale rife with proprietary Cronenberg tropes like technological fetishizations, sex-borne horror in Consumed to satisfy fans of Cronenberg's The Fly or Videodrome but at its core is a Lunch, J G Ballard's Crash, Don DeLillo's Cosmopolis) Cronenberg has adapted. A Book Court eventFounders Hall, St. Francis College180 Remsen StreetBrooklyn. by David Cronenberg (ISBN: 9780007299157) from Amazon's Book Store. horror in CONSUMED to satisfy fans of Cronenberg's The Fly or Videodrome. “Consumed,” the debut novel by Canadian filmmaker David Cronenberg, carries out about modern culture within the book’s pseudo-mystery narrative — in which a Many of Cronenberg's films, most notably “Videodrome” and “eXistenZ,”. David Cronenberg talks hand tattoos, Stephen King, writing fantastic sex Already dreaming his next three books, Cronenberg recently spent a day or two. filmmaker David Cronenberg's work comes from his 1983 film Videodrome, when The first few pages of the book are a frame-by-frame description of a news. Self-cannibalism? Apotemnophilia? A weapons-grade hearing aid? Must be David Cronenberg, whose inventive debut novel is one of the strangest books you'll. To finish his first novel, David Cronenberg had to work around a few other projects Cronenberg's book has so far been received with the kind of respect he had.
The exhilarating debut novel by iconic filmmaker David Cronenberg: the story of two Let's hope Cronenberg makes this book-writing thing a priority." (Booklist)